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1. Definition
A. Behavior: A physical action taken in response to either internal or external stimuli. The
action may be observable or relatively covert/subtle, but in either case should be
measureable.2
2. A hypothetical depiction of behavior change and maintenance over time.5 Changes in
behavior potential (likelihood of engaging in a particular behavior) over time following initial
behavior change.

3. Inputs to the initiation of a new behavior: There are 80+ theories of behavior change
describing a multitude of potential inputs to that change.2, 5 Below we outline some of the key
inputs identified by theories relevant to health behavior, which is a fairly complex behavior (also
see Appendices).8
A. Cognitions (beliefs, perceptions) about the health ‘threat’: Higher perception of threat for
NOT changing (e.g., cancer)  Increased likelihood of initiating new behavior (e.g.,
smoking cessation).
1. The perceived likelihood of the risk (i.e., a person’s judgment of the probability of
some negative outcome if they don’t change).
a. Perceptions of probability are imprecise: People overestimate low risk
and underestimate high risk.
2. The perceived severity of the risk (i.e., just how ‘bad’ would that outcome be?).
3. Fear/anxiety about the risk (i.e., how much does the person fear the negative
outcome?).
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B. Cognitions about the ‘new behavior (i.e., the behavior they are supposed to adopt): More
positive beliefs  Increased likelihood of initiating behavior change.
1. Intentions to implement the behavior (to what degree does the person develop
when/where/how-plans to implement the change).
2. Willingness to implement the behavior (i.e., the person’s inclination to perform the
new behavior when in conducive circumstances).
a. Intentions vs. Willingness: Research indicates that intentions better
predict change in some behaviors (e.g., more familiar, low-risk behaviors),
whereas willingness better predicts change in others (e.g., unfamiliar,
high-risk behaviors).
3. Attitude (overall evaluation: positive and/or negative) toward the new behavior.
a. Attitude may also encompass beliefs about whether the new behavior is
actually effective in preventing or promoting some outcome and beliefs
about whether there are any costs associated with learning or enacting
the new behavior.
4. Social norms regarding the behavior (i.e., Injunctive norm: Is the behavior viewed
positively by important others? Descriptive norm: Do other important people
already do it?).
5. One’s perceived ability to implement the behavior (i.e., self-efficacy; e.g., a person
may want to implement the behavior, but feel unable to).
6. Social prototypes relevant to the behavior (i.e., ‘stereotypes’ about the type of
person who does or does not engage in the new behavior).
a. Prototypes are a function of judgments of similarity (how similar are you
to the type of person who does X?) and evaluation (how likeable or
dislikable is the type of person who does X?).
C. Volitional (goal- and motivation-related) factors: Greater goal-planning, -relevance and –
ability to/for the new behavior  Increased likelihood of behavior change.
1. If-then plans (see 2.B.1)
a. These plans will also include identification of obstacles to enacting the
new behavior and the formulation of additional if-then plans for
overcoming those obstacles.
2. Behavioral skills (i.e., does or will the person have the knowledge/skills required to
implement the change?)
a. Both actual and perceived skills are relevant to whether behavior will
change
3. Processes of change (i.e., strategies a person can use to change their own behavior,
e.g., developing self-awareness, re-organizing one’s environment, engaging in
substitute activities)
4. Progress monitoring (i.e., where the person reviews and evaluates their progress
toward the goal – perhaps recording their progress in a diary – and, in so doing,
may also make readjustments to their if-then plans)
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a. Progress monitoring is often done via comparing oneself to one’s own
goal, as well as to someone else’s progress with respect to that same goal.
b. Comparisons relate to both features of the new behavior itself (e.g.,
frequency, intensity, duration of behavior ‘X’) and to outcomes of the
behavior (e.g., weight loss)
5. Executive function (i.e., the ability to self-regulate or exert control over oneself)
a. Three components:
i. Response inhibition (i.e., the ability to override the
dominant/unwanted response);
ii. Mental flexibility (i.e., being able to switch between ‘rules’, perhaps
depending on context);
iii. Working memory (i.e., being able to hold relevant information in
mind and use it effectively)
D. Implicit (unconscious, automatic) cognition: More positive implicit beliefs regarding the
‘new’ behavior  Increased likelihood of behavior change. At the same time, more
positive implicit beliefs regarding the ‘old’ behavior  Lesser likelihood of behavior
change.
1. Attentional bias (i.e., the extent to which behavior-related cues capture and hold
the person’s attention; e.g., tobacco, mock meat)
2. Implicit attitudes (i.e., the person’s automatic affective/emotional reaction to a
relevant stimulus).
3. Approach bias (i.e., the person’s automatic action tendency toward the stimulus;
measured in terms of relative approach versus avoidance tendencies).
4. Implicit goals or norms (standards for behavior that are unconsciously primed/cued
by features of the context; e.g., in one study, a poster advertising a low-fat recipe
‘primed’ participants to eat fewer snacks)
5. Habits (i.e., a memory-to-behavior process that is automatically and repeatedly
performed in response to a particular cue/stimulus) 11, 12
a. Habitual behaviors are enacted quickly, efficiently, rigidly, thoughtlessly,
and in a well-worn sequence.
b. Triggering cues include time of day, location, setting, people, or preceding
behaviors.
c. Replacing an old habit with a new one is extremely challenging, because
old habits get activated automatically in the presence of relevant cues.
Even when new habits are formed, the old memory traces remain.
Interventions work best when they interfere with the automatic cueing of
old habits (via practicing response inhibition and managing exposure to
the triggering cues) and, simultaneously, promote the repetition of the
desired habit via:
i. Frequent repetition;
ii. The establishment of clear and stable cues for behavioral initiation,
which can be facilitated by formulating concrete if-then plans and
‘piggybacking’ the new habit onto an existing habit, such as teethbrushing;
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iii.

Rewards received for successful execution of the behavior,
especially if the rewards are intermittent, e.g., like a slot-machine.

4. Initiating versus maintaining behavior change: These may require different types of
interventions. Above, we have been addressing initial behavior change primarily. Factors that
contribute to the maintenance of a new behavior include: 5, 7
A. Converting the behavior into a “habit” (see 3.D.5-3.D.5.a).
B. Permanently changing key beliefs (e.g., beliefs regarding the behavioral outcomes, their
enjoyment of the behavior, how the behavior relates to their identity and values, etc.) or
changing how related ambiguous information is interpreted (such that ambiguous
information is interpreted in a change-promoting direction).
C. Successful monitoring and regulation of progress and the development of effective,
implementable plans for overcoming obstacles.
D. Creating a reinforcing social cycle, such that other people treat the person in a way that
supports her/his behavior change and the person sees her/his new behavior have positive
impact socially
E. Changing the environment to reduce the future psychological and/or physical costs (e.g.,
self-regulatory, memory demands, financial outlay, discomfort, etc.) of continued
engagement in the new behavior.
1. This notion is relevant to the concept of ‘nudging’ people toward more ‘rational’
behavior; see the book ‘Nudge’ by Thaler and Sunstein (2008).
F. Identifying ‘rip current pathways,’ which is where there is an existing ‘current’ of
conditions that facilitate and support the targeted behavior: All the person needs to do is
take the first, small step into the ‘current,’ and then behavior change will happen without
further intervention (e.g., getting people to vote in a political election for the first time
makes it extremely likely they will thereafter become a regular voter).
5. Additional considerations
A. Merely asking people about their behavior (about frequency, intentions, predictions,
satisfaction, etc.), can change that behavior. This is called the question-behavior effect, or
QBE. 9
1. QBE effects are larger when people are asked to report their cognitions (beliefs,
perceptions) – especially self-predictions -- than when asked to report their past
behavior.
2. QBE effects are larger when people are asked to make predictions about a difficult
behavior that they value highly (as cognitive dissonance is more likely if they fail to
meet own standard)
3. QBE effects are larger when questions asked face-to-face vs. over the phone,
internet, or mail
B. Asking people to make multiple simultaneous behavioral changes (e.g., a diabetesintervention that attempts to change both diet and exercise at the same time) is beneficial
up to a point: i.e., Making a moderate number of recommendations (2-3) is generally
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better than making a single recommendation and better than making many (4+)
recommendations.10
1. A moderate number of simultaneous recommendations maximizes the interaction
between a person’s motivation and her/his capacity to undertake the changes.
C. The timing of the behavior-change intervention matters:7
1. Changing behavior now and changing it in the future require different
interventions:
a. Now  Successful interventions take advantage of short-term memory
biases, stereotyped-behavior, and contextual cues
b. Future  Successful interventions address inattention- and forgettingrelated challenges, e.g., via plan-making, repetition, social pressure.
2. Typically, the benefit of repeated intervention diminishes with each instance unless
methods used to counteract habituation (e.g., if long time between interventions, if
interventions are not identical).
3. ‘Self-affirmation’ (i.e., bolstering sources of self-worth, e.g., values, strengths,
social relationships, etc.) at each of three key stages of the behavior-change
process – (i) consideration of message acceptance, (ii) formulation of an intention
to adopt the recommended behavior, and (iii) likelihood of enacting the
recommended behavior – lowers self-defensiveness and increases ‘compliance’ at
all three stages.3
6. Common errors specific to attempts at changing health behaviors: 4
A. Error 1 – Believing that the solution to some human-behavior problem is “common sense.”
This is clearly untrue (consider weight loss and smoking cessation, as well as the abovedescribed array of complex inputs to behavior change) AND ignores the rich and complex
psychological, social, and commercial environment in which people live.
B. Error 2 – Believing that there is some ‘right’ way to convey a behavior-change message.
This is the erroneous belief that some special rhetoric, media campaign, or other
advertising tool can lead to fundamental behavior change across a population. Some
health campaigns have been effective (HIV and condom-use campaigns), but these didn’t
rely solely on advertisements: They were part of multi-pronged, long-standing, centrallyorganized, government-supported campaigns. See Appendix 2 for a model of a multipronged approach.
C. Error 3 – Believing that people act rationally and, as such, that giving them the ‘right
information’ can change behavior. For example, people know they should eat more
vegetables and less sugar, but this does not yield change. Many human behaviors,
especially habits, do not require any thought (rational or otherwise) whatsoever.
D. Error 4 – Believing that people inevitably act irrationally: There are many reasons why
people behave the way they do and these are often personal to the individual her/himself.
One needs to try to understand the way ordinary people make sense of their choices and
behaviors to have a better shot at helping them change (if they want to). E.g., people drink
alcohol despite knowing the costs to their health. To dismiss the enjoyment people get out
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of alcohol is to ignore a logical reason why they continue to do so: The perceived benefits
outweigh the risks.
E. Error 5 – Believing that it is possible to accurately predict human behavior: Science has
made great strides in understanding behavior-change mechanisms, but it is impossible to
say with any certainty how a given individual will respond to any intervention attempt.
Which intervention tool should be used, for which individuals, under which circumstances
is, unfortunately, not yet understood.
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Appendix 1:
Abraham and Michie’s (2008) Taxonomy of Behavior Change Techniques
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Appendix 2:
Michie et al.’s (2011) Behavior Change Wheel:
A Method for Characterizing and Designing Health Behavior-Change Interventions
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